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INQUEST
OF AMERICA
BY JOHN STEINBECK

The author (left) at Sag Harbor, Long Island, the
starting point of his eye-opening travels through New England and
the Midwest-Part One of a swing around the nation. With him is a gentleman
named Charley, road companion and all-around best friend.
PHOTOGRAPH BY HANS NAMUTH

When I was very young and the urge to be someplace
else was on me, I was assured by mature people that·
maturity would cure this itch. When years described me
as mature, the remedy prescribed was middle age. In
middle age I was assured that greater age would calm
my fever, and now that I am fifty-eight perhaps senility
will do the job. Nothing has worked. Four hoarse blasts
of a ship's whistle still raises the hair on my neck and
sets my feet to tapping. The sound of a jet, an engine .
warming up, even the clopping of shod hoofs on pavement bnngs on the ancient shudder, the dry mouth and
vacant eye, the hot palms and the churn of stomach high
up under the rib cage. In other words, l don't improve;
in further words, once a bum always a bum. I fear the
disease is incurable. l set this matter down, not to instruct others but to inform myself.
When the virus of restlessness begins to take possession of a wayward man, and the road away from Here
seems broad and straight and sweet, the victim must
first find in himself a good and sufficient reason for going. This, to the rractical bum, is not difficult. He has a
built-in garden of reasons to choose from. Next he must
plan his trip in time and space, choose a direction and a
destination. And last he must implement the journey.
How to go, what to take, how long to stay. This part of
the process is invariable and immortal. I only set it down
so that newcomers to bumdom, like teen-agers in newhatched sin, will not think they invented it.
Once a journey is designed, equipped and put in
process, a new factor enters and takes over. A trip, a
safari, an exploration, is an entity, different from all
other journeys. It has personality, temperament, individuality and uniqueness. A journey is a person in itself; no two are alike. And all your plans, safeguards,
policing and coercion are fruitless. We find after years of
struggle that we do not take a trip. A trip takes us. Tour
masters, schedules, reservations, brass-bound and inevitable, dash themselves to wreckage on the personality
of the trip. Only when this is recognized can the blownin-the-glass bum relax and go along with it. Only then
do the frustrations fall away. In this a journey is like
marriage. The certain way to be wrong is to think you
control it. I feel better now, having said this, although
only those who have experienced it will understand it.

My plan was clear, concise and reasonable, I think.
For twenty years I have traveled in many parts of the
world. In America I live in New York, or dip into
Chicago or San Francisco. But New York is no more
America than Paris is France or London is England.
. h u s I discovered that I did not know my own country.
I, an American writer, writing about America, was

working from memory, and the memory
is at best a faulty, warpy reservoir. I
had not heard the speech of America,
smelled the grass and trees and sewage,
seen its hills and water, its color and
quality oflight. I knew the changes only
from books and newspapers. But more
than this, I had not felt the country for
twenty years.
Once I traveled about in an old
bakery wagon. A double-doored rattler
• with a mattress on its floor. Then I
stopped where people stopped or
gathered, I listened and looked and felt,
and in the process had a picture of my
country the accuracy of which was impaired only by my own shortcomings.
So it was that I determined to look
again, to try to rediscover this monster
land. Otherwise, in writing, I could not
tell the small diagnostic truths which
are the foundations of the larger truth.
With all this in mind I wrote to the
head office of a gre~t_cor_£?ration which
manufactures trucks. I specified my
purpose and my needs. I wanted a
three-quarter-ton pickup truck, cm,able of going anywhere under possibly
rigorous conditions, and on this truck
Cwanted a little house built like the
cabin of a small boat. A trailer is difficult to maneuver on mountain roads,
is impossible and often illegal to park,
and is subiect to many restrictions. In
due time specifications came throughfor a tough, fast, comfortable vehicle,
mounting a camper top-a little house
with a double bed, a four-burner stove,
a heater, refrigerator and lights operating on butane, a chemical toilet, closet
space, storage space, windows screened
against insects-exactly what I,wanted.
It was delivered in the summer to my
little fishing place at Sag Harbor, near
the end of Long Island; although I
didn't want to start before Labor Day,
when the nation settles back to normal
living, I did want to get used to my
turtle shell, to equip it and learn it.
It arrived in August, a beautiful thing,
powerful and yet lithe. It handled almost as easily as a passenger car. And
because my planned trip had aroused
some satiric remarks among my friends,
I named it Rocinante, which you will
remember was the name of Don
Quixote's horse.
I took one companion on my journey-an old French gentleman poodle
known as Charley. Actually his name
is Charles le Chien. He was born in
Berey, in the outskirts of Paris, trained
in France, and while he knows a little
poodle-English, he responds quickly
only to commands in French. Otherwise he has to translate and that slows
him down. He is a very big poodle, of
a color called bleu, and he is blue when
he is clean. Charley is a born diplomat.
He prefers negotiation to fighting and
properly so, since he is very bad at
fighting. Only once in his ten years has
he been in trouble-when he met a dog
who refused to negotiate. Charley lost
a piece of his right ear that time. But he
is a good watchdog-has a roar like a
lion, designed to conceal from night-
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wandering strangers the fac:t that
he couldn't bite his way out of a cornet
du papier.
Under the big oak trees of rr,y place
at Sag Harbor, Rocinante sat, handsome and self-contained, and neighbors came to visit, some neighbors we
didn't even know we had. And I saw
in their eyes something I was to see
over and over in every part of the
nation-a burning desire to go, to
move, to get under way, anyplaceaway from any Here. They spoke
quietly of how they wanted to go someday, to move about, free and un-

SMALL BOY,
BIG DREAM

anchored, not toward something but
away from something. I saw this look
and heard this yearning everywhere
in every state I visited. Nearly every
American hungers to move.
One small boy about thirteen years
old came back every day. He stood
apart shyly and looked at Rocinante,
he peered in the door, even la:t on the
ground and studied the he,sy-duty
springs. He was a silent, ubiquitous
small boy. He even came at night to
stare at Rocinante. After a week he
could stand it no longer. His words
wrestled their way hell-bent through
his shyness. He said, "If you'll take me
with you, why, I'll do anytJi.ing. I'll
cook, I'll wash all the dishes, and do
all the work and I'll take care of you."
Unfortunately for me I knew his
longing. "I wish I could," I said. "But
the school board and your parents and
lots of others say I can't."
"I'll do anything," he said. And I believe he would. I don't think he ever
gave up until I drove away witr.out him.
He had the dream I've had aJ; my life,
and there is no cure.
Rocinante was packed and ready,
Charley was more than ready, then
Labor Day choked the roads with
weary families which had barely survived their vacations. Car tops were
loaded with the incredible equipment
the modern child requires for bare
existence-bicycles, boats, equipme~t
for the chemistry of the stomach. I
didn't dare take to the highways while
this squalling migration was in process.
The morning came, a bright one with
the tawny look of autumn in the sunlight. My wife and I parted very quickly
since both of us hate good bys, and
neither one of us wanted to~ft when
the other had gone. She
d her
motor and exploded away or New
York, and I, with Charley b~side me,
0

drove Rocinante to the Shelter Island
Ferry, and then to a second ferry to
Greenport and a third from Orient
Point to the coast of Connecticut,
across Long Island Sound, for I wanted
to avoid New York traffic and get well
on my way. And I confess to a feeling
of gray desolation.
On the ferry deck the sun was sharp
and the coast of the mainland only an
hour away. A lovely sloop·stood away
from us, her genoa set like a curving
scarf, and all the coastal craft trudged
up the Sound or wallowed heavily toward l'!e\v York. 1\.nd then a subm2-rine
slipped to the surface half a mile away
and the day lost part of its brightness.
Farther away another dark creature
slashed through the water, and another-and of course they are based
on New London and this is their home.
And perhaps they are keeping the
world's peace with this venom.
I wish I could like submarines, for
then I might find them beautiful, but
they are designed for destruction, and
while they may explore and chart the
sea bottom, and draw new trade lines
under the Arctic ice, their main purpose
is threat. I remember too well crossing
the Atlantic on a troop ship and knowing that somewhere on the way the dark
things lurked searching for us with
their single-stalk eyes. Somehow the
light goes bleak for me when I see them
and remember burned men pulled
from the oil-slicked sea. And now they
are armed with mass murder, our only
silly way of deterring mass murder.
Only a few people stood in the wind
on the top deck of the clanking iron
ferryboat. A young man in a trench
coat, with cornsilk hair and delphinium eyes red-edged by the dull
wind, turned to me and then pointed.
"That's the new one," he said. "She
can stay down three months."
"How can you tell them?"
"I know them. I'm on them."
"Atomic?"
"Not yet, but I've got an uncle on
one and maybe pretty soon."
"Would you like to be down three
months?"
"You'd get used to it. The food's
good and there's movies and-I'd like
to go under the Pole, wouldn't you?"
"I guess I would."
"And there's movies and all kinds
of-future."
"Where are you from?"
"From over there-from New London, born there. My uncle's in the
service and two cousins. 1 guess we're a
kind of submarine family."
"They worry me."
. , · "Oh! You'd get over that, sir.
Pretty soon you wouldn't even think
you were submerged-that is, if you
haven't got something wrong with you.
Ever had claustrophobia?"
"No."
"Well, then. You soon get used to it.
Care to go below for a cup of coffee?"
"Sure I would."
And could be he's right and I'm
wrong. It's his world, not mine any

more. There's no anger in his delphinium eyes and no fear and no
hatred either, so maybe it's all right.
It's just a job with good pay and a
future. I must not put my memories
and my fear on him. Maybe it won't be
true again, but that's his lookout. Perhaps he understands some things I will
never learn.
We drank our coffee out of paper
cups, and through the square ferry
windows he pointed out the drydocks
and the skeletons of new submarines.
"Nice thing about it is if there's a
storrrl you can submerge and it's quiet.

Sleep like a baby and all hell busting
loose up above." He gave me directions
for getting out of town, some of the
very few accurate ones I got on the
whole trip.
"So long," I said. "I hope you have
a good-future."
"It's not bad, you know. Good-by,
sir."

And driving along a back Connecticut road, tree-bordered and gardened,
I knew he had made me feel better and
surer and-all right.
For weeks I had studied maps, largescale and small, but maps are not
reality at all-they can be tyrants. I
know people who are so immersed in
road maps that they never see the
countryside they pass through, and
others who, having traced a route, hold
to it as though held by flanged wheels
to rails. I pulled Rocinante into a small
picnic area maintained by the state of
Connecticut and got out my book of
maps. And suddenly the United States
became huge beyond belief and impossible ever to cross. I wondered how in
hell I'd got myself mixed up in a project
that couldn't be carried out. It was
like starting to write a novel. When I
face the desolate impossibility of writing five hundred pages, a sick sense of
failure falls on me and I know I can
never do it. This happens every time.
Then gradually I write one page and
then another. One day's work is all I
can permit myself to contemplate, and
I eliminate the possibility of ever
finishing. So it was now, looking at
the bright-colored projection of monster America. The leaves of the trees
about the campground were thick and
heavy, no longer growing but hanging
limp and waiting for the first frost to
whip them with color and the second
to drive them to the earth and terminate
their year.
Charley is a tall dog. Sitting in the
seat beside me, his head was almost as
high as mine. He put his nose close to
my ear and said "Ftt." This is remarkable. He is the only dog I ever knew
who could pronounce the consonant f
This is because his front teeth are
crooked, a tragedy which keeps him
out of dog shows, but because his
upper front teeth slightly engage his
lower lip Charley can pronounce f
clearly. The word Ftt means he would
like to salute a bush or a tree. I opened
the cab door and let him out and he
went about his ceremony. Then we
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tt • • • and with a tale, forsooth, he cometh unto you,
with a tale which holdeth children from play and old men
from the chimney corner; and, pretending no more, doth intend the winning of the mind from wickedness to virtue;
even as the child is often brought to take most wholesome
things by hiding them in such other as have a pleasant
taste; which, if one should begin to tell them the nature
0£ the aloes or rhubarbarwn they should receive, would
sooner take their physic at their ears than at their mouth.
So it is in men • • • ; glad they will be to hear the
tales • • • ; and hearing them, must needs hear the right
description of wisdom, valor, and justice; which, if they
had been barely (that is to say, philosophically) set out,
they would swear they be brought to school again.ttl

!William J. Hebel and others, Prose of the English
Renaissance, (New York, 19.52), p. 281.
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So Sir Philip Sidney in The Defence of Poesie has defined
the poet.

Possibly we should substitute "ball game," "club,"

or "bowling alley" £or "chimney corner" in this century.

John

Steinbeck's tales have allured, attested by the £act that he
is "one of the most widely read American writers today. 11 2
Ed Robbins of Ohio State has acted as spokesman £or contemporary thought by listing these elements £or written communication:

writer, subject, purpose, audience, unity, propriety,

proportion, variety.

John Steinbeck will score well on all,

weakest on propriety, proportion, and variety.

His recent pro-

ductions are toned £or amends on these.
Another contemporary school of thought lists:
knowledge, language.
three.

voice,

Steinbeck fortified himself in all these

0£ the voice I shall speak latera

Knowledge limits the

quantity; Steinbeck will soon have his thirty fifth book published.

Knowledge determines quality.

books sella

Critics disagree, but the

Quality is influenced by perception. Critics are

baffled by some of his writing; Steinbeck is content to have it
so.
The £act that John Steinbeck enrolled at Stanford University
in selected courses, not to take a degree, attests he was searching £or tools and materials to perfect tales.

He searched all

the writing courses offered except one playwriting course, the
professor of which denied him entrance.

In addition Steinbeck

submitted both prose and poetry to the university magazines,
Spectator and Lit.

2Harry Thornton Moore, The Novels of John Steinbeck,
(Chicago,1939), p. 9a
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He had come to Stanford with a satisfying background.

His

mother, a school teacher, had supplied him, it is assumed, with
much desirable reading:

Sir Walter Scott, Zane Gray, Ja~es

Oliver Curwood, Jack London, Robert Louis Stevenson, George Eliot,
Thomas Malory, King James Version of the Bible.

In high school

John, Jr., had been an athlete in track and basketball, a contributor to "El Gabilan," the school paper, and president 0£ the senior class.

His home life was classified as "definitely bourgeois. 03

A passage in Grapes of Wrath may be a key to the sporadic
attendance at Stanford.

Steinbeck has Tom Joad relaying a mes-

sage from a lifer in McAlster who studied all the time:
God's sake don't read.

For

For one thing you'll jus' get messed up

worse, and £or another, you won't have any respect £or the guys
that work the governments.4
Born February 27, 1902, graduating at 18 in 1920, he was
living in a so called prosperous era.
ed.

World War I was just end-

Sporadic attendance at Stanford, 1920-25, was alternated

with a variety of jobs:

clerk in a haberdashery in Oakland,

ranch hand, laborer, assistant chemist in a sugar-beet factory,
deck hand, estate caretaker, and fish hatchery employee.
One critic, Maxwell Geismer, saw all 0£ Steinbeck's career
up to Grapes 0£ Wrath as one n1ong erratic search for values. 11 5

3Ibid., p. 74.
4John Steinbeck, Grapes 0£ Wrath,

(New York, 1939), p. 75.

5Peter Lisca, The Wide World of John Steinbeck, (New Jersey,
1958), p. 10.
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This is reflected in his early themes, lives of egotistic adventure, bloody daring, primitive ways, the natural and anti-social
lives, the return to the soil, frequent use of the abnormal,
some mysticism.

"In him are reflected the evasions of his gen-

eration.n6
Norman Cousins was sharply critical of John Steinbeck's
technique and evidently not impressed with the latter's wit.
To quote:

nit should be at least possible to write about the

mainstream of humanity without putting a halo on the half wit,
deifying the drunk, or canonizing the castoff.n7

This critic

perhaps mistakes the tale for the rhubarb.
Music has been an aid in the delivery of his tales.

Stein-

beck has said that he has played music to assist him in writingQ
Cup of Gold, he has said, was patterned with parallel tempos,
after nnvorak's Symphony from the New World. 11
Symbols were frequently employed in constructing Steinbeck's
novels:
valleys:

concavity and roundness--cups, moons, grapes, and
valleys, in To a God Unknown, Red Pony, In Dubious Battle,

Grapes of Wrath, East of Eden, Sweet Thursday, Cannery Row,
Tortilla Flat; cups, in The Pearl, Cup of Gold; grapes and wine,
in Grapes of Wrath; moon and sun, in Cup of Gold, East of Eden,
Grapes of Wrath, The Pearl, In Dubious Battle.
Possibly to lend authenticity--to imply subtly that he was
inspired, spirit moved--Steinbeck brought in Bible material,
style, and atmosphere.

bibid., p. 10.
7Ibid., pQ 13.

In chapter nineteen of Grapes of Wrath,
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eight of ten consecutive paragraphs begin with "and;" seven consecutive, in the book of Daniel, (Daniel 2:38-44), and beginning
11

ands 11 abound Exodus to Revelation.

Also in Grapes of Wrath,

Casy, though a backslidden preacher, imitates Christ in going
apart into the wilderness to think things through, in selfsacrifice for people, in forgiveness because they know not what
they do.

This book abounds in Bible parallels:

dispossessed

looking for a promised land, ltand it came to passn (in those
days), oppression--exodus--promised land, etc., and phrasing,
movement, rhythm.

The book ends with Joads and others again

in the wilderness outside the promised land.

Many novels, il-

lustratively, Tortilla Flat and Cannery Row, are mock epic.
Further allegory to Grapes of Wrath is illustrated by Tortilla
Flat in paraphrasing the Arthurian cycle--the association forms,
flowers,

and dies, etco

The corporal and his baby satirize by

one episode the prevailing culture status.
Endings are typically alike in his "message" novels.

They

are devised not to let one put the message in a pigeonhole of
memory, strife pleasantly resolved; but the endings are devised
so as to stir, to accentuate the theme, to stamp indelibly an
idea.
Atmosphere was Steinbeck's strongest device.

He achieved

it through choice of words, through vernacular, through description, through simplicity, and through bluntnesso
A writer speaks in a voice.
felt.

It may be assumed.

It may be

Both assumed and felt appear in the writings of John

Steinbeck.

The deepest was felt;

to secure an audience.

the assumed, for acceptance,

The fact that his attendance at Stanford
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was for selected courses and not for a degree seems evidence that
he was seeking veneer, assumed voice, technique, to facilitate
his driving urge to deliver messageso
In a sense he resembles a missionary, £eels compelled to
deliver, knowing that·he £aces odds, faces defeat, faces criticism,
faces hardshipso

In East of Eden all the principal characters

were driven by forces stronger than they.

The strike promoters,

Jim and Sam, in In Dubious Battle were driven in dedication to a
cause.

Father Trask was driven to send Adam to the Army.

was driven by jealousy to beat Adam.
punishment without resistanceo

Charles

Adam will-lessly walked into

Mrs. Trask, Adam's wife, from a

girl was driven, possessed of devils, to murder her parents, and
wreck young men, always to do hurt to people.
In this essay I shall attempt to present evidence that the
economic trends in the world, in the United States, and more
specifically in the agricultural Southwest, most specifically in
the state of California had a most influential effect upon the
voice of John Ernst Steinbeck, Jr.
The depression which erupted about 1929 affected all the
living who were born before 1939.

Although prosperity seemed

flourishing through the twenties, agriculture felt pressure long
before the stock market collapsed.

Certain sages foresaw dis-

turbing signs.
But of all Americans who had begun to question the
American dream at the turn of the century, Henry and
Broo~sAdams, whose illustrious forebears had twice occupied the White House, became the most disillusioned.
Conservative by nature and education, inheritors of
enough wealth to enable them to escape the trials of
having to earn a iiving, they nevertheless took a dim
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view of the state of American life. Brooks, though
less known as a sage than his older brother, seems to
have been the more radical thinker. In time he came
to believe that democracy in America 1thad conspicuously
and decisively failed' and that, though it retained
the outward forms, it has given way to the tyranny and
abuses of money power.8
Brooks Adams made this prediction:
My conclusion is that our so-called civilization
has shown its movement, even at the center, arrestedo
It has failed to concentrate further.
Its next effort
may succeed~ but it is more likely to be one of disintegration, with Russia for the eccentric on one side
and America on the other. He foresaw these two nations
emerging as the colossi of the world.9
The conditions that moved John Steinbeck and prompted him
to write so bluntly and so brutally have been evident to others.
I myself had missed the two fundamental experiences
which shaped the lives of Americans during the thirties
until the war came, the great depression, and the administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt. There had been
no inkling of them when I departed in 1925. /The year
John Steinbeck left Stanford~
That year all was well with the Republic. Or so
it seemed to those who ran the country or edited its newspapers and magazines or siphoned off the lion's share of
its ever growing wealth. I do not recall any word of
warning from these sources that we were riding hell"bent
for a terrible fall •
. the great god business had become o • • supreme
in the land, almost the national religion; and the
businessman . • . was 'the dictator of our destinies,'
replacing 'the statesman, the priest, the philosopher,
as the creator of standards of ethics and behavior' to
become the 'final authority on the conduct of American
society. 1 10

8William L. Shirer, Midcentury Journey, (New York, 1952),
pp. 11-120
9Ibid., p. 12

0

10Ibid., p. 260.
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Mr. Shirer corroborates John Steinbeck's anger and judgment with these statistics for the year 1925.
American prosperity was fabulous. Only later, when
I looked into the matter, did it dawn on me thatthis prosperity did not go down very far • • • three quarters of
our people were economically insecure: almost half of
them lived in actual poverty; one-third had to raise their
families on an average income of $450 a year. But those
at the other end of the scale had it good. Some 700,000
of them managed to procure as much of the national income
as the 70,000,000 at the bottom. Some 25,000 of them,
with incomes ranging from $75,000 to $500,000 a year, had
as big a slice of the nation's pie as 12,000,000 of the
poorer citizens. A mere 200 families owned or controlled
nearly half of the nation's wealth.11
Illinois, a few decades earlier than California, furnished
the material for a contemporary to John Steinbeck.

Howard Fast

wrote in a similar vein to that of John Steinbeck.
But on Monday, the third of May, a bad thing happened • • • The demonstration outside the McCormick
plant was not held only by the Lumber Shovers' Union;
there were over a thousand Mccormick strikers there
too, • • • he did not call £or troubie; he called for
unity. Is that a crime? The trouble came when the
scabs began to leave the plant. The strikers saw them
and cursed them, and called them names not £it to repeat •
• • • The McCormick strikers began to move toward the
plant. No one urged them; no one harangued them; they
stopped listening and moved away toward the gates. Maybe they picked up some rocks • • • but before they did
anything, the plant police started to £ire. My god, it
was like a war! The strikers were unarmed, and the police stood like men on a range, pistols at arm's length,
rifles too, potting, potting awayel2
They say the plant called for reinforcements--that would take a little time, wouldn't it? But within
minutes, a patrol wagon filled with police dashed up,
and behind them, on the double, came a detail of two
hundred armed men.
Well, it was the kind of a sight one would see in
the old country, not here. The workers dropped like men
on a battlefield • • . That's how it began; it began because we were quiet and orderly on our day, May Day, and
because it didn't satisfy them to have us that way. Better
with guns--with guns they would make real trouble and
people would scream revolution . . o • It wasn't only
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McCormick and the lumber shavers on strike, Pullman was
on strike too, and Brunswick and the packing houses, and
not only Chicago, but St. Louis, Cincinnati, New York,
San Franciscoo o • A labor organizer isn't a life to grow
old with; first the stomach goes, then the legs, then,
when you've been beaten and clubbed enough, the head, the
mind • • • It was not too different • • • in Cincinnati.
All over the same thing. The barons were angry; this
dirty monster who had stood up to challenge them must be
crushed, and they were busy crushing it, and all over it
was breaking into pieces.
A hungry, tired, unarmed man
isn't any match for a Gatling Gun • • • 13
John Steinbeck has Tom Joad an artist at cigarette rolling.

Howard Fast described Parsons in his interview before

hanging and included the art:
But Parsons isn't disturbed. He puts down his
pen, turns to face us, smiles a little, and begins to
roll a cigarette.
I feel you can tell a lot from the
way a man rolls.
Parsons does it carefully and slowly;
doesn't lose any tobacco, seals it with one swipe, and
lights it on one match.14
Other near contemporaries of John Steinbeck were bitten
by the reform nbug".
On a clear, windy day, in the first part of March
of 1893, a lawyer, Clarence Darrow by name, walked across
the lawn in front of the Statehouse at Springfield, mounted the steps, entered, and in a firm and c ris;e_ tone announced7that he desired to see the Governor /John Peter
Altgeld .ls
Darrow, according to Howard Fast, had come to remind Governor Altgeld of a promise to free the three haymarket prisoners
who were not hanged with the other four condemned.
Altgeld took a poli

Governor

cian's refuge and added,

When Cregier was elected mayor, and you as a result
of that election got your job with the city, it was not
the people of Chicago who elected him, but me--on my own •
• • • I made the Anti-Machine Ticket.
I created it; I
paid for it, five thousand dollars and cheap at the price
• • • Parsons believed in morality, and he is dead as a
doornai1.l6

14rbid.,, p
15Ibid., p. 113.

O

106. .

16rbid., p. ll6.
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Apparently Governor Altgeld of Illinois had developed a
few decades before him much the same philosophy of corruption

that John Steinbeck evidenced and spoke with equal vehemence.
Altgeld wondered just how thin and rotten and incredible the whole political fabric of the great republic
was, how much more it could be stretched, and whether it
was not essentially the same all the way through, top to
bottom, House, Senate, and White House, only the price
changing, only the method of corruption becoming a great
deal larger and more complex.17
Then Altgeld went on.
• Something strange and
ominous and significant was happening in the land. Just
in the time of his own life, the people had been disinherited, divided, and confused. Between those who labored and those who profited, a wide gap was making, and over
that gap, a bloody, murderous war had been raging £or a
dozen years.
•
From underground had come organizations like the
Knights of Labor and the Molly Maguires, painfully trying
to weld labor together, to make a united force out of it-and counter to them, from the jails, the sewers, the
gambling towns of the West, the city slums, and from the
pestholes and horror spots of America, had come crawling
the dregs of the land, bums and gangsters, thieves, gunmen, professional murderers, the rejected of society, and
the enemies of society, and they had been given a badge
of pardon and immunity and welded together into the
strangest army of mercenaries the world had yet known,
the Pinkertons. They were a private army, privately armed
and equipped, privately trained in the technique of violence with only one purpose in mind, to battle and crush
the rising organization of labor.18
Befriending labor and the poor brought this criticism upon
the Governor of Illinois:
They called him an alien; they questioned his citizenship; they denied that he had ever £ought in the Civil
War; they denied his legitimate parentage; they demanded
his impeachment; they demanded that Federal troops march
against the Capitol of Illinois; they called him a socialist, an anarchist, and a communist; they inferred that

r;Ibid., p. 1360

1sibid., p. 1ss.
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h~ had personally directed the throwing of the bomb
{Haymarke!.7; they wrote ugly, dirty stories of his
relationship with his wife; they accused him of being
a Jew and part of an international Jewish plot; they
called him a dictator, a Nero, a Pontius Pilate; they
said that he had both murder and lesser crime in his
dark past; in almost every church in America, sermon
after sermon was preached against him; and the newspapers that came onto his desk, raging with filth and
venom, were like a geographical index: The Los Angeles
Times, The New York Times, The Atlanta Journal, Harper's
Weekly, The Nation, Th·~ New York Sun, The Chicago
Journal, The Washington Post, The Boston Herald, The New
York World, The Philadelphia Press, The New York Herald,
The New York Tribune, The Louisville Courier-Journal, and
The Pittsburg Commercial Advertiser--those and a thousand
more, all racing for a goal in venom. He was cartooned
wild-haired, with pistols in each hand, with daggers in
his teeth, with bombs, with sticks of dynamite; he was
pictured strangling liberty, crushing liberty under his
feet, snarling at the full-blown female figure of liberty,
knifing her, shooting her, even raping her.19
Shortly after Judge Altgeld another judge voices the
prophecy of revolution in Americao

So John Steinbeck was not

a lone voice.
In 1905 LJohn Steinbeck was a small boy of 3 in
the wilderness ,7 .Judge Peter S. Grosscup of the United
States Circuit-Court of Appeals Published in McClures
an article that reveals, coming as it did from a man of
impeccable conservatism, how widespread this concern
wasa Although Grosscup acknowledged that the nation was
enjoying a prosperity and power such as it had never
seen before, he expressed his £ear that it was losing
its soul. Neither the prosperity nor the power was in
danger, but 'the soul of republican America • • . individual opportunity • • • The country was in the midst
of a trend that, if not deflected, would eventually
reach a point at which 'the acquisition of property, by
the individuals who constitute the bulk of the people,
will cease to be one of the opening and controlling purposes of their lives. This means that, as a republican
political institution, America will have lost the spirit
which alone promises its life.
It means social and
eventually political revolution.20
What was wrong was that the corporation was putting
an unbearable strain on the institution of private property, upon which the civilization of the world rested;

19rbid., p. 1750
2 0Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform,

(New York,1960), p. 223.
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for it was the desire of and the hope of acquiring private property upon which the entire moral discipline of
an individual society must rely. The Nation was at a
crossroad leading on one side to corporate paternalism
and on the other to state socialism--both fatal to individual liberties. Fortunately, there was another path
that could still be taken:
Individual Opportunity--the
opportunity, actual as well as in theory, to each individual to participate in the proprietorship of the country.21
.

Probably relatively few read Peter Grosscup and, likewise,
relatively few read Richard Hofstadter.
ically.

Both write philosoph-

John Steinbeck is aware of the same paths.

He reached

more readers with lurid tales spiced with his economic views.
He agreed with Grosscup on developments.

He espoused the In-

dividual Opportunity, perhaps married to socialism which Grosscup detested.
Grosscup's view that the matter should be taken out of the
hands of the state and vested with the federal government seems
reflected in Steinbeck's harsh criticism of California companies,
California's officers over against the kindly sympathetic attitude toward the United States camp where cops could not seize
without a warrant, where kindness, help, sympathy, brotherhood
prevailed, proprietorship was open to the wage-earners.

This

attitude toward economic life ascended to the presidency .
•
•
a
its master spokesman in politics was Woodrow Wilson • • • Wilson's evocative speeches express
the tendency of the middle-class public to think of
the economic order LSteinbeck was middle-class7 not
quite so much as a system organized for the production
and distribution of goods as a system intended to
stimulate and reward certain traits of personal character. The p'ublic • • • had been brought up on the
nineteenth-century ideal of opportunity and the notion
that success was a reward for energy, frugality, perseverance, ambition, and insight.22

21Ibid., p. 224.

22Ibid.,pp. 224-22s.
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John Steinbeck did not dwell on the saving of the perishable fruit; he dwelt on the needs of the laborers, the opportunity to work; the Joads spoke of food to furnish energy to
work.
Mrso Joad's and Tom Joad's frugality are stressed even to
the point of illegal burial of Grandpa, the pauper burial of
Grandma, the flood water burial of Rose of Sharon's stillborn.
All purchases were most frugal, except Uncle John's alcoholic
drink which was justified to keep him sane in the face of his
unfortunate experiences losing his wife and baby.
brought on by economic strain.

The latter

Certainly perseverance is a

recurring thread throughout his greatest, most renowned novel,
Grapes of Wrath, perhaps equally so in In Dubious Battle, though
perhaps here influenced by dedication of the principal characters and the minor characters are characterized by unpredictability.

Adam Trask, Mr. and Mrso Hamilton, and the Chinese

servant were epitomes of perseverance.

Mrs. Joad and Tom Joad

carried on in the face of crushing handicaps and misfortunes.
Noah drifted away, but he was not right from birth--a by-product
of poverty.
It is almost as if John Steinbeck wanted to list these qualities, consulting the list.

He used his ability to create D. Ho

Lawrence's "Spirit of Place" to impress these qualities.

Individ-

ual ambition and insight are not the causes for the misery in the
camps of the workers in Grapes of Wrath and In Dubious Battleu
Broad economic changes and phenomenal droughts and floods put them
at the mercy of society and society rejected them repeatedly to
the point where their minds were numbed.

The families, Joads as

14
an example, held conferences to solve their plight.

Ambition

and insight gave way to despair.
And now they were weary and frightened because
they had gone against a system they did not understand and it had beaten them.23
And characteristic of the concerned, the poor--a kind of
super-sensitiveness bordering on mental unbalance--contrasted
with ~he assurance, the nonchalance, the I-can-replace-it-witha-better attitude of the financially independent,
Listen to the motor. Listen to the wheels. Listen with your ears and with your hands on the steering
wheel; listen with the palm of your hand on the gear
shift lever; listen with your feet on the floor boards.
Listen to the pounding old jalopy with all your senses;
£or a change of tone, a variation of rhythm may mean-• • • what'll we do? Money's goin' fast . • • We
got to get a tire, but, Jesus they want a lot £or a ol'
tire. They look a fella over. They know he got to go
on. They know he can't wait. And the price goes up.24
In showing this plight and growing despair, John Steinbeck illustrates another of his ingenious devices--repetition
£or effect, £or reiteration, £or emphasis, perhaps to teach by
rote memorization.

Here he has parallel repetitions with each

telling a short sad tale.
No solution was possible acting alone.

Steinbeck wants to

show that a new approach is necessary--community action, all
partners in shared enterprise--one step further than Wilsono
Absence of the qualities of energy, frugality, perservance,
ambition, and insight among the paisanos of Tortilla Flat and
among the Wops, Chinamen, Polaks of Cannery Row is not due to
personal weakness so much as to a difference in cultural heritage, differing mores.
23John Steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath (New York, 1939), p. 132.
24rbid., p. 161.
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What Wilson was pointing to--and • • • refused to
accept as a governing principle £or American industry
was the £act that this race /race of lifel was no longer
being run. It had once been-true that a-man could choose
his own calling and pursue it just as far as his abilities
enable him to pursue it! America had been committed to
'ideals of absolutely free opportunity, where no man is
supposed to be under any limitations except the limitations of his character and of his mind.
• where men
win or lose on their merits. By various means the new
system of organization had destroyed this body of ideals. 2 4
John Steinbeck's blasts at the Land and Cattle Companies,
at the Eastern banks, at the large canning companies, at large
companies generally are founded in his formative years.
By the close of his 1912 campaign, L5teinbeck was
10, and his mother was a teacher 7, there was no doubt left
in Wilson's mind that a great part of the public considered an attack on business monopoly necessary to political
freedom £or he had seen campaign crowds respond with marked enthusiasm to his denunciation of restraints and his
effort to link political and economic liberties. He was
engaged, he said, in 'a crusade against powers that have
governed us--that have limited our development--that have
determined our lives--that have set us in a straitjacket
to do as they please.25
In retrospect Hofstadter puts a ribbon on John Steinbeck's
crusade £or group association.

"For the many tasks that cannot

be handled by individuals Americans have preferred to found voluntary group associations. n26
The tractors which throw men out of work, the belt
lines which carry loads, the machines which produce, all
were increased; and more and more families scampered on
the highways, looking £or crumbs from the great holdings,
lusting after the land beside the roads.
The great owners formed associations £or protection • . . And always
they were in £ear of a principal /le 7 --three hundred
thousand--if they ever move under a leader--the end.
Three hundred thousand, hungry and miserable; if they

24Ho£stadter, p. 225.
25Ibid. , p. 228.
26Ibid. , p. 229.
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ever know themselves, the land will be theirs and all
the gas, all the rifles in the world won't stop them.
And the great owners o
•
used every means that in the
long run would destroy them.
• every violence, every
raid on a Hooverville, every deputy swaggering through
a ragged camp put off the day a little and cemented the
inevitability of the day.27
The local people whipped themselves into a mold of
cruelty. Then they formed units, squads, and armed
them--armed them with clubs, with gas, with guns. We
own the country. We can't let these Okies get out of
hand.
And the men who were armed did not own the land,
but they thought they did. And the clerks who drilled
at night owned nothing, and the little storekeepers
possessed only a drawerful of debts.
But even a debt
is something, even a job is something. The clerk
thought, I get fifteen dollars a week.
S'pose a goddamn Okie would work for twelve? And the little storekeeper thought, How could I compete with a debtless
man? And the migrants strea:.11ed in .
• They had no
argument, no system, nothing but their numbers and their
needs.28
Some critics say Steinbeck's communal action was in a
measure linked with his concept of biological inheritance through
the evolutionary process but other men of insight were sensing
the need for adaptation to changing economic pressures and it
seems logical that his was similarly basedo
Already the power of economic decision had been
expropriated from the owners of property in the great
lines of corporate enterprise. The next step would
be the expropriation of political decision, for it
would not be too difficult for such a great combination
to buy up the political process, as it were, to bend
the corrupt political machines and the venal politicians to its purposes--as, indeed, on a local and
limited scale some of the existing combinations had already done.
Then the voice of the ordinary voter would
be as effectually eliminated from political influence
as the voice of the ordinary stockholder had been from
the conduct of the giant corporation • • • 'Somewhere,
by somebody; said Wilson /yj_oodro~7, 'the development
of industry is being controlled!
It was imperative for
the law to step in' and create new and more tolerable

27John Steinbeck, Grapes 0£ Wrath, p. 325.
28rbid., p. 3380
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conditions 0£ life under which there would be no more
secrecy of decision.
'There ought to be no place where
anything can be done that everybody does not know about.'
All legislation, all economic operations, should take
place in the open.
I£ the people knew what decisions
were being made, knew how they were being governed, and
had in their hands the instruments of action, they would
have a £air opportunity to elect &en who would devise
the necessary remedies • • • • The capital • • • raised
to organize the billion-dollar steel trust in 1901 was
enough to pay the costs of all £unctions of the federal
government for almost two yearso
In March 1903 Senator
La Follette made a memorable speech in the Senate on the
control of .American industry, transportation, and finance,
in which he attempted to prove with careful documentation
from the interlocking directorates of American corporations that £ewer than one hundred men, acting in concert,
controlled the great business interests of the country.
'Does anyone doubt', he asked, 'the community of interest
that binds these men together?' • . . Four years later
L5teinbeck was 1.Q7 . • . the Morgan interests at the
peak of the financial system held 341 directorships in
112 corporations (insurance .
• transportation • •
manufacturing . . . trading . . . . public utilities) with
aggregate resources or capitalization of $22,245,000,000o
This inventory showed a single network of interests commanding more than three times the assessed value of all
the real and personal property in New England.
• more
than all the prop2rty in the twenty,-two states west of the
Mississippi .
• such vast power, unchecked by any comparable or equal power responsible to the public moving
quietly and relentlessly toward the achievement of its political goals •
• a society ruled by an inner council of
1 1£
plutocrats now seemed • • • not alto,9.ether fantastico
monopoly persists' declared Wilson LPresident of u. s;J
'monopoly will always sit at the helm of the government.
I do not expect to see monopoly restrain itselfo I£ there
are men in this country big enough to own the government
of the United States, they are going to own it. 1 29
Wilson was harassed and worried to his death and lifted from
his chair of power.

Perhaps he was like one of whom President

Theodore Roosevelt spoke:

"I am genuinely independent of the big

monied men in all matters where I think the interests of the public are concerned, and probably I am the first President of recent
times of whom this could be truthfully said. 11 30
29Ho£stadter,pP· 230-233.
30rbid., p. 236.
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Little wonder that John Steinbeck's Kino £eared the pearl buyer and his legions more than scorpions, that with the large following behind him he felt full, he felt like fighting, alone he
£el t weary and near death.
idly reciting:

Little doubt that John Steinbeck was

"I£ a bank or a finance company owned the land,

the owner said, the Bank-or the Company-needs-wants-must have-as
though the Bank or the Company were a monster which had ensnared
them.

These last would take no responsibility for the banks or

the companies because they were men and slaves, while the banks
were machines and masters all at the same time.
a company •

. a bank or

• don't breathe air, don't eat side-meat.

breathe profits; they eat the interest on money.
does this sound like an ignorant pauper:
president of the bank.

p

bank gets orders from the East.

Neither

"Well, there's a

There's a board of directors.

up the magazine of the rifle

I'll fill

'Fellow was telling me the
The orders were, "make the land

show pro.-fi t or we 1 11 close you up" •
Who can we shoot?

31

They

• But where does it stop?

I don't aim to starve to death before I kill

the man that's starving me. 11 32
There is no parable here, no metaphors, no conceits, the
pure blunt voice of a reformer speaking to a reading public,saying
what he thinks they need to know, bearing in mind that the pattern
must fit the ability to reason--no statistics to frighten "true
story" readers.

To be sure all the facets are covered, he con-

tinues in an intercalary chapter:

"I ain't got a hell of a lot

31steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, p. 43.
32rbid., Po 520
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of respec' £or 'em nowo

On 1 y kind a government we got that

leans on us fellas is the 'safe margin a pro£it
"She Is /cali£orni~ a nice country.
time ago • •

33

And,

But she was stole a long

That's a Lan' and Cattle Company.

o

1 • 11

An' i f they

don't want to work her ,Lrich £allow l~~c'!.7, she ain't gonna git
worked.

You go in there an

1

plant you a little corn, an 1 you'll

go to jail. 11 34
And to reiterate in unsweet refrain that with ownership goes
law:

"And these things were possession, and possession was

ownership.

• And as time went on, the business men had the

£arms, and the £arms grew larger, but there were £ewer of them .
• Now £arming beca.01<::~ industry, and the owners followed Rome
. They imported slaves .

. Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans,

Filipinos • • • They don't need much.
to do with good wages.
them: 135

They wouldn't know what

. And i f they get £unny--deport

And as in The Pearl Kino could not organize the divers

to correct evils in trade and government £or £ear of reprisals,
one of which was the blacklist--no one would buy his pearls-and as in In Dubious Battle Sam

and Jim and Joy were pursued

even unto death, the marriage of economic power and government
is reflected in this speech by the young man grinding valves in
Hooverville

(John Steinbeck's ideal man--the man close to life,

the man of skill, the man of contemplation--who but John Steinbeck speaking):

"Some says they don' want us to vote:

movin' so we can't get on relief.

keep us

An 1 some says i f we set in one

place we'd get organized . . . . Look, if the folks get together,
33Ibid., p .. 75 ..
341bid., Po 279 ..
351bid., pp. 315, 316 ..
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they's a leader--got to be--£ella that does the talkin'.

Well,

first time this fella opens his mouth they grab 'im an' stick
1

im in jail.

An' i f they' s another leader pops up /easy and

Tom7 i5am and Ji~, why they stick 'im in jail.
"Well, a fella eats in jail anyways.'

An' here's another thing.

His kids don't .

Ever hear a' the blacklist?.

They take your pitcher 5icture7 and send it all over.
can't get work

nowhere jaT'lywhero/' 11 • 36

Then you

Similar passages in Gra:>es

of W~ath and East of Eden, the former clothed in his ubiquitous

"th2y 11 --a purposeful indefinite standing £or the forces of evil-cry out against the unequal protection under the law from this
union:

"You're nuts • . • They'll pick you right offa

no name, no property.

They'll £ind you in a ditch, with the

blood dried on your mouth an' your nose.
the paper--know what it'll say?
all.

You got

Be one little line in

'Vagrant £oun' dead'.

You'll see a lot of them little lines,

An' that's

'Vagrant £oun' dead 111 37

and not quite so brutal but sharp,"Meanwhile Samuel got no richer.
He developed a very bad patent habit, a diseas~ many men suffer
£romo

i13-nother drivel

He invented a part of a threshing machine.

The patent attorney ate up his little profit £or the yearo
Samuel sent his models to a manu£acturer,L_undoubtedly one with interlockin9- 1irectoratey who promptly rejected the plans and used
the methodo

The next few years were kept lean by the suing, and

the drain stopped only when he lost the suito

It was his first

sharp experience with the rule that without money you cannot fight
money. 11 38
36Ibid., pp. 332,336.
37Ibid., p. 337.
38Joh:::1 Steinbeck, East of Eden (New York, 1952 L, p .. 41 o
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These might serve as an illustration of a change in Steinbeck's fervor expressing the same judicial affiliation but
couched in more sophisticated terms, in more detached tones ..
Again one needs to bear in :nind that in the manner of Jack
London and Bret

Harte, the difference might be atmosphere,

local color--Sam Ha.mil ton was no Okie.
Other arms 0£ government were not spared.

"A thing so

tr_il.L'llphantly il lo9ical, so beautifully senseless as an army
can't allow a question to weaken it" and "By· this time Indian
fighting had become like dangerous cattle drives--the tribes
were forced into revolt, driven and decimated, and the sad,
sullen remnants settled on starvation landso

It was not nice

work but given the pattern of the country's development it
had to be done."39

Again the voice of the spokesman for the

downtrodden, the dispossessed, but detached, developing the
tone of the professional chronicler after two or three decades
of fiery fury cloaked in tales.

39Ibid., pp. 25, 35.
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Rulers know the instruments of power:
religion, education.

army, news media,

Successful regimes must have control of,

or cooperation from, each.

Steinbeck casts discredit upon church

leadership for its closer relationship to capitalism than to
democracy.

Casy became a better man by abandoning formal meet-

ing with offerings and becoming a traveling friar.

In The Pearl

the priest had not bothered to conduct a marriage ceremony for
Kino and Juana nor baptismal for Coyotito when they had no money
to pay for the services, but when news came that Kino had become
wealthy, these sacraments came to mind alongside plans for
additions and repairs to the Church.

He even visited them in

their hovel in the cool of the first evening.

Again in Grapes

of Wrath, he points the accusing finger at materialism:

preacher can preach in this camp

§.s.

take up a collection in this camp • •
preacher in since. rr

Government7 •

t!Any

Nobody can

• there hasn't been a

In East of Eden the satisfactory explanations

for disturbing and baffling passages of Scripture came from the

Chinese scholars (house servants, etc., in the structure of
Capitalism)

, scholars incognito meeting unheralded in nightly

rendezvous to consider profound Biblical interpretations, reconciling them to human need, to human understanding.
Certain newspapers had commissioned him to report on the
migrant worker camps.

Publishers were publishing his books.

Steinbeck visits very little condemnation on the press generally.
In Dubious Battle he implies that the strike coverage is biased
in favor of the Fruit Growers' Association.
by shootin' our men from windows
order by ridin' down women.

"And you get order

• And in 'Frisco you got

An' the newspapers says,

'This mornin'
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a striker was killed when he threw himself on a bayonet.'

Threw

himsel£!" 4 0
Again in Grapes of Wrath, impartiality in news reporting
is held up £or inspection:
Ohio.

Rubber Companies.

work cheap.
union.

"Fella tel

1

me what happened in Akron,

They got mountain people in 'cause they'd

An these here mountain people up an' joined the

Well, sir, hell jes' popped.

All them storekeepers and

legioners an' people like that, they get drillin' an' yellin',
'Red'!

An' they're gonna run the union right outa Akron.

ers git a-preachin' about it, an' papers a-yowlin•, 11 41

Preach-

Newspapers,

magazines, publishers and like agencies are spared inspection
and criticism in comparison to many institutions, whether because
of a kindly feeling or from discipline as a means to reach his
audience.
In The Pearl Steinbeck acknowledges schools as the gateway
to liberty.

Kina wants Coyotito to be able to read--to know what

the books say.

Only then can his people be informed.

Only then

will they be released from the bondage of the alien doctors,
priests, pearl buyers, and officials.
In further support of the premise that John Steinbeck embraced the economic tenets of the ~rogressives and was shaped
by them, consider this exposure and shaming of monopolistic
practice.

The lesson, the sermon on unfair practices, is pre-

ceded by heart-touching description.

There seems to be likeness

to the branding procedure in his ranch~hand days.
40John Steinbeck, In Dubious Battle,
41Steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, p. 471.

He heats

(New York, 1936), p. 2470
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reader interest by a heart-warming tale or description, comes in
with the branding iron, sears the message, covers his retreat
with a reversion to the tale, makes his own exit in the smoke of
diversionary action.

It is as though the master brander comes

in when the stage hands have the cal£ tied, the iron hot, and
steps aside until the next act, leaving the interludes to the
extras.
The kids •
. Little boils, like, comin' out.
an' they can't run aroun'.
Give 'em some windfall
fruit, an' they bloated up. Me.
I'll work £or a
little piece of meat.
And this was good, £or wages went down and prices
stayed up. The great owners were glad and they sent
out more handbills to bring more people in.
And wages
went down and prices stayed up.
And pretty soon now
we' 11 have serfs again.
•
And now the great owners and the companies invented a new method.
A great owner bought a cannery.
And when the peaches and the pears were ripe he cut
the price of fruit below the cost of raising it.
And
as cannery owner he paid himself a low price £or the
fruit and kept the price of canned goods up and took
his pro£ito And the little £armers who owned no canneries lost their £arms, and they were taken by the
great owners, the banks, and the companies who also
owned canneries.42
The ttandsn here give the scriptural effect and, also, the
idea of "over and over again.n

42rbido, p. 3870
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Further to illustrate both a view and a presentation technique, "Breakfast", an idyllic pastoral short

story, precedes:

"Now, do you know who own the Farmers' Association?
youo

The Bank of the West.

I'll tell

That bank owns most of this valleyi

and it's got paper on everything it don't L'.'.:noesn'i/ own. 11 43
The small farmer and the ditch diggers continue their ditch and
their philosophy, tapering down to wages.
five now.

"The wage is twenty-

If you pay thirty, i t ' l l only cause unrest," the

association man is quoted.

. you going to

"And by the way .

need the usual amount for a crop loan next year," implies the
net in which the small farmer is trapped. "Ain't you got it
yet?

Mr. Bank hires two thousand men an' I hire three.

I've

got paper to meet. 11 44
I have attempted to show that the economic influences
bearing upon Steinbeck's formative years took root and that, as
conditions have changed, his views have changed.
writing religion and mysticism were evident.

In early

With the advent

of economic pressures upon him and upon the people generally he

became a crusader--"When this work is done 8-_ea of Cortez, 194ij

-------·~

I will have finished a cycle of work which has been biting me
for many years. 11 45

In the evolution of his economic views and his community
action commitment, they are not at all evident in "The Murder,n
1934.

~ o f Gold, 1929, however, often classified as an allegory

of materialism defeated, discloses a reaction out of which some

43steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, pp. 395-4020
44Ibid

0

,

Pu 402.

45Lisca, p. 126.
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catalyst will be discernable.

Tortilla Flat has definite bias

on both these issues, but they had not yet become driving urges.
Robert O. Ballou, Steinbeck's publisher at that time, was reluctant to publish because it lacked either story or argument.

A

progression in seriousness seems evident from the advice to
Danny:

"When one is poor, one thinks,

share it with my good friends.'
charity flies away.

'If I had money I would

But let that money come and
Thou

So it is with thee, my once-friend.

art lifted above thy friends.

Thou art a man of property.

Thou

wilt forget thy friends who shared everything with thee, even
their brandy •

• I will never forget thee, Pilon

. Not I

• So you think now.

• But when you have two houses to

sleep in, then you will see.

Pilon will be a poor paisano,

while you eat with the mayor • • • • Pilon, I swear, what I have
is thine.

While I have a house, thou hast a house. 114 6

The

Biblical style of Grapes of Wrath is here, even to the denial
of Peter, but not the feeling with which Tom Joad asks to ride

in a truck with a "No Riders" notice: "But sometimes a guy'll
be a good guy even i f some rich bastard makes him carry a stick47

er."

And when the representatives of the owners came

to serve notices on the baffled farmers and silent women:

"Some

of the owner men were kind because they hated what they had to

do, some •

. angry because they hated to be cruel, some cold

because they had long ago found that one could not be an owner
unless one were cold:ijs
46John Steinbeck, Tortilla Flat (New York, 1935), Po 26.
47steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, p. llo
48rbid., p. 42.
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Likewise, the bargaining offers a comparative depth of
feeling:

"'Yes, and it is strange,' said Dannyo

I had no house.

Now I have two.

I cannot sleep in two houses.'

'I will rent i t , ' said Pilon.
month in rent.'

'For years

'I will pay ten dollars a

'Fifteen,' Danny insisted.

'It's a good house.

It is worth fifteen.'", and this comedy drama episode which
would seem at home in Thomas Nashe--a knavish trick by a rogue
upon a woman of questionable repute:
Torrelli was out, but Mrs. Torrelli opened the
door to Pilon. He was mysterious in his manner, but
at last he held up the pants for her inspection.
She shook her head decisively.
'But look, 1 said
Pilon.
'You are seeing only the spots and the dirt o
Look at this fine cloth underneath. Think, senora!
You have cleaned the spots off and pressed the trousers.
Torrelli comes in! He is silent; he is glum.
And
then you bring him these fine pants! See how his eyes
grow bright! See how happy he is! He takes you on
his lap! Look how he smiles at you, senora! Is so
much happiness too high at one gallon of red wine?'
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'The seat of the pants is thin', she said.
He held them up to the light.
'Can you see through
them? No! The stiffness, the discomfort is taken
out of them. They are in prime condition!
'You
are cruel to your husband, senora. You deny him happiness. I should not be surprised to see him going to
other women, who are not so heartless. For a quart,
then?' Finally her resistance was broken down and
she gave him the quart • • • • 'You try to break down
the price of pleasure,' he warned her.
'I should have
half a gallon!
Mrs. Torrelli was hard as stone. Not a drop more
could Pilon getQ He sat there brooding in the kitchen.
'Jewess, that's what she is. She cheats me out of Big
Joe's pants! • . •
'I am going away in a moment' • • • The pants were
hung in a little alcove of£ the kitchen.
'Goodbye, r said Mrs. Torrelli over her shoulder.
She went into her little pantry to prepare dinner.
On his way out Pilon passed the alcove and lifted
down not only the pants, but Danny's blanket • •
For a while he could not see Big Joe, but at last
he discovered him, lying half covered with sand,
speechless with cold and agony • • • •
'Take them, Big Joe, and be glad you have them
back.r49
Knowledge is there; an understanding of the economic order.
The germs of dissatisfaction are only partially hidden.

It is as

though, like Moses who begged speechlessness and Jonah who fled,
Steinbeck is trying to shake of£ the thoughts that trouble him;
leave the burdens of the day to others; join the jolly ones; lose
his burden in wine and song.
This bargaining in Tortilla Flat differs sharply from chapter
seven of Grapes of Wrath, devoted to the "Used Car" lot where
emphasis is on the quick sale, fast buck, un-Christian code of
ethics, high pressure, misrepresentation, and from chapter fifteen
in which Mae sells a loaf of bread to a migrant family.

The

amusing accompaniment to buying and selling by people at lowest
economic ebb found in Tortilla Flat, 1935, is altogether divergent
49Steinbeck,_ Tortilla Flat

(New York,_ 1935), pp. 148-150Q
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to the abject state in Grapes of Wrath, 1939, and to the tragic
resignation continuing in The Pearl, 1947~
Well, take it-all junk-and give me five dollars.
You're not buying only junk, you're buying junked lives •
• • • buying the spirits • • • Five dollars, not fourQ
I can't haul 'em back--well, take 'em for four • • • •
You're buying years of work, toil in the sun, you're
buying a sorrow that can't talk.so
They walked with studied dignity • • • down the
hill to Monterey.
Mr. Simon, of Simon's Investment Jewelry and
Loan Company, welcomed them into his store. The name
of the store defined the outward limits of the merchandise • • . all second-hand, but all really better
than new • • •
The proprietor named over a tentative list, and
then stopped in the middle of a word, for he saw that
Danny was looking at a large • • • vacuum-cleaner.
The dust-bag was blue and yellow checks. The electric
cord was long and black and slick. Mr. Simon went to
it and rubbed it with his hand, and stood off and admired it. • • •
'For this one, fourteen dollars.' It was not a
price so much as an endeavor to find out how much
Danny had. And Danny wanted it, for it was large and
shiny. No woman of Tortilla Flat had one. In this
moment he forgot there was no electricity on Tortilla
Flat. He laid his two dollars on the counter and
waited while the explosion took place; the fury, the
rage, the sadness, the poverty, the ruin, the cheating. The polish was invoked, the color of the bag, the
extra long cord, the value of the metal alone. And
when it was all over, Danny went out carrying the
vacuum-cleaner •
• • • Sweets brought out the vacuum-cleaner and
leaned it against a chair.51
Satire is not too thinly veiled--contempt for bargaining
and margin of profit, competitive buying and selling with need
not uppermost.
Again one has to be cautious.
of moods.

John Steinbeck is a master

It may all be part of a bill of goodso

50steinbeck, Granes of Wrath, p. 1180
Slsteinbeck, Tortilla Flat, pp. 159-160.
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This mild, slyly satirical, humorous approach to the relationship between owner and tenant in Tortill

Flat is similar

to Shakespeare's approach to the prevailing Jewish prejudice of
his day in The Merchant of Venice.
'I£ I had a little money,' said Danny • • • 'I
would need only a dollar or two' • • •
'Chin Kee is drying squids, 'Pilon observedo
'Perhaps you could cut squids £or half a day. 1
• • • 'It would not look well for a man who owns
two houses to cut squidso But, perhaps
a little
rent were ever paid-- 1
Pilon arose angrily.
'Always the rent' • . •
1 You would force us into the streets-into the gutters,
while you sleep in your soft bed. Come, Pablo, • . •
we will get money for this miser, this Jew.'
'Where will we get money?' Pablo asked.
1 I don't know • • • Maybe he won't ask again.'
• • • 'When he was in need, we fed him. When he was
cold, we clothed him.'
'When was that?' Pablo askedo52
This treatment was cool, detached, contrasted with the bitter
lament of the Grapes of Wrath, reminding one of Oliver Goldsmith's
The Deserted Village.
A bank isn't like a man. Or an owner with fifty
thousand acres, he isn't like a man either. That's
the monster.,
'Sure,' cried the tenant men, 'but it's our land.
We measured it and broke it up. We were born on it,
and we got killed on it, died on it. Even if it's
no good, it's still ours.'
'That's what makes it oursownership, not a paper with numbers on it.'
• • Wellfirst the sheriff, and then the troops. o • •
'No man had touched the seed or lusted for the
growth • • • The land • • • was not loved or hated,
it had no prayers or curses.53
Then these sound like John Steinbeck pushing beyond his tenant-actor:

s2rbid., p. s4o
53Steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, pp. 45, 46, 49.
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If a man owns a little property, that property is
him, it's part of him, and it's like him. •
• and
some way he's bigger because he owns it. Even if he
isn't successful he's big with his property.
That
i S so• "
But let a man get property he doesn't see, or
can't take time to get his fingers in, or can't be
there to walk on it--why, then the property is the man •
• • And he is small, not big • • • • 54
O

Q

In his typical manner this philosophy was preceded by a
heart tug.

The neighbor, Joe Davis's boy, who had joined the

enemy to drive a tractor for three dollars a day, stopped to
eat his lunch, a lunch wrapped in foil, packaged by machine, topped with delicacies.
ed to watch.

The children of the dispossessed had gather-

They furnish the pathos--" •

ate their fried dough as they watched.

• ragged children who

They watched hungrily

. hunger sharpened noses . . . . . They watched his hand as
it carried food to his mouth.n
Whereas Tortilla Flat sounded like an artist at work, In
Dubious Battle and Grapes of Wrath reveal a man under compunction, chafing under restraint.

The Pearl seelll;to reflect John

Steinbeck's resignation to the futility of a one-man crusade
for economic reform.

East of Eden shows a series of wrecked

lives, mostly devoid of anchors, caught in a whirlwind in a
desert of values--the desert from neglect by a materialistic
society.

541b·d
__i_., p. 5 0 •
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The evidence supports the presence of the economic tone
to a plateau in In Dubious Battle, to a climax in Grapes of
Wrath, with a gradual decline through The Pearl and East of
Eden, to a masterly conclusion in The Winter of Our Discontent.
Steinbeck reiterates the sickness laissez 'faire' capitalism has worked upon democracy.

Who could question his plea

for change, for action?
But the monster's
the monster.

ck.

Something's happened to

Men made it, but they can't control it.
Maybe, like you said, the property's doing it.

o

o

There's some way to stop this. It's not like lightning or earthquakes. We've got a bad thing made by men,
and by God that's something we can change.
Well you know I ain't a foolo
I know th
land
ain't much good. Never was much good 'cept for grazino
Never should a broke her up. An' now she's cotton damn
near to deatho • • • It ain't nobody. It's a company.
'Cause what'd they take when they tractored the
folks off the land? What'd they get so their margin a
profit was safe? • • • But them sons-a-bitches at their
desks, they just chopped folks in two for their margin
a profit •
• • • they had gone against a system they did not
understand and it had beaten them.
I ain't in business for my health. I'm here asellin tireso I ain't givin 'em awayo I can't help
what happens to you. I got to think what happens to
me.
Can't think of that. Got to think of my own kids.
You got no call to worry about anybody's kids but your
own.
Well, California's a big State. It ain't that big.
The whole Uo S. ain't that bigo It ain't that big
It
ain't big enough. There ain't room enough for you and
me, for your kind an' my kind, for rich and poor together all in one country, for thieves and honest meno
0
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But they 1 s somepin' worse 1 n the devil got hold a
the country, an' it ain't gonna let go till it's chopped loose •
• • • muscles and mind aching to grow, to work, to
create,multiplied a million times9
Beside them, little pot-bellied men in light suits
and panama hats; clean, pink men with puzzled, worried
eyes, with restless eyes. Worried because formulas do
not work out; hungry £or security and yet sensing its
disappearance from the earth. In their lapels the insignia of lodges and service clubs, places where they
can go and, by a weight of number 0£ little worrieg men,
5
reassure themselves that business is noble • • • •
There is little doubt of Steinbeck's earnestness.
is evidence that he wishes to shock the intelligentsia.
salient 0£ his drive may have been aimed at showing

There
One

the barons

of industry what could be done to save their castles.

His was

a double voice, to power and to poorQ

We could have saved you, but you cut us down
and soon you will be cut down and there'll be none
0£ us to save youo
And some day the armies of bitterness will all
be going the same way. And they'll all walk together,
and there'll be a dead terror from it.
The great owners, nervous, sensing a change, knowing nothing of the nature 0£ the change. The great
owners, striking at the immediate thing, the widening
government, the growing labor unity; striking at new
taxes, at plans, 'not knowing these things are results,
not causes. Results, not causes; results, not causes.
The causes lie deep and simply-the causes are in hunger
in a stomach multiplied a million times; a hunger in a
single soul, hunger for joy and some security, multiplied a million times • • • •
This you may say of man--when theories change and
crash, when schools, philosophies, when narrow dark
alleys 0£ thought, national, religious economic, grow
and disintegrate, man reaches, stumbles forward, painfully, mistakenly sometimeso • • • Fear the time when
the bombs stop falling while the bombers live--for every
bomb is proof that the spirit has not died. And £ear
the time when the strikes stop while the great owners
live for every little beaten strike is proof that the
step is being taken.
55Ibid., pp. 44, 45, 52, 52, 64, 71, 132, 162, 50, 163,
175, 204, 211
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And the great owners who must lose their land in
an upheaval, the great owners with access to history,
with eyes to read history and to know the great £act:
;-and paraphrasing Oliver Goldsmith in The Deserted
Village7when property accumulates in too few hands it
is taken away. And that companion £act: when a majority of the people are hungry and cold they will take
by force what they need. And the little screaming £act
that sounds through all history: repression works only
to strengthen and knit the oppressedo The great owners
ignored the three cries of history.
The tractors which threw men out of work, the belt
lines which carry loads, the machines which produce;
all were increased; and more and more families scampered
on the highways,looking for crumbs from the great holdings, lusting after the land beside the roads. The great
owners formed associations for protection • • • And always they were in fear of a principal /le7' -three hundred
thousand--if they ever move under a leader--the end.56
John Steinbeck, like Fidel Castro, was a result, not a
cause.

Conditions, largely of economic origin, pressed upon

him, shaped his voice.

The frequency and fervor of his eco-

nomics views point strongly to their depth.

He was in earnest.

'Twas for the sake of an audience that he, like Samuel Clemens,
put his message in daily vernacularo

56Ibid., pp. 118, 119, 204, 204, 324, 3250
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Conditions which spawned Oliver Goldsmith, Robert Burns,
Samuel Clemens, John Steinbeck exist today.

Modi£icatiors in

the United States have lessened poverty somewhat, but Steinbeck
painted a lasting picture, not always interpreted the same today:
But the caricature 0£ the years around the turn
0£ the century is still presented, and accepted, in
some parts 0£ the world as the continuing reality.
The susceptibility 0£ the American economy to
violent ups and downs, and the popular dissatisfaction
with the distribution 0£ income which it accentuated,
was disclosed with devastating force by the great
depression 0£ the 1930's.
It started with the collapse of a speculative financial boom late in 1929, and by 1933 had reached a
depth where more than a fourth of the entire American
labor force, about 13 million workers, was unemployed,
and 9 million individual savings accounts had been
wiped out by bank failures •
• a clear mandate to do something.
• This
the administration proceeded to try to do. One way
was £or the Government to pour funds directly into the
economy.
'pump priming'! In doing this the Federal
Government spent much more money than it was able to
collect in taxes and thus, £or the first time in the
Nation's history, resorted to deficit financing in
peacetimeo • • has been followed extensively since.
In another range 0£ operations of probably the
greatest abiding importance, the Federal Governm,~mt
that came to power in the depth 0£ the Great Depression
undertook a major realignment 0£ the economic forces
which had shaped the American economy. One key step
in this process was the underwriting by the Federal
Government of minimum prices of a whole series 0£ basic
agricultural products. Another was the promotion of the
organization of wage workers in trade unions. The idea
underlying both of these steps was that when acting individually both £armers and wage workers lacked the bargaining strength to command shares of the income produced
that would assure both a stable and an equitable £low of
purchasing power.57
John Steinbeck confined his appeal to United States reform.
The campaign has spread.

Others have taken up his cry.

57Dexter M. Keezer., "The New American Revolution,"
Congressional Record, Volo 108, No. 42 (Washington,
D. C., 1962), pp. A 2199, A 2200.
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In some countries of Latin America the per
capita holdings of money on deposit are as low as
38 cents. In Venezuela, 90 percent of the land is
owned by 3% of the people.
Add to this picture the growing awareness of
a better life enjoyed by others and an almost savage
determination in young people to achieve it and you
have a combustible combination which threatens to become the greatest outburst in history • • • •
Part of the answer lies in the unmistakable
appeal of Castro's land reform promises throughout
a region of the world where 1.5 percent of the people
own more than half the tillable acreage.
In Cuba, 90 percent of the people do not own
an inch of land or a penny's worth of equity in any
real property.

.

..

Nothing stabilizes a people like home and farm
ownership.58
Unions are not in such bad repute today as in the days of
In Dubious Battle we may infer from President John Kennedy's
words:
• • • Brother Reuther, • • • and your action
taken at this convention of spending over a period
of 2 years over $1,400,000 per year in order to
build strong, free trade unions around the world
is an example of the public service that this union
has rendered and I commend you. These are matters
which cannot be left • • • to the Government •
• • • these are the things for which America
stands and for which this union stands. And that's
why I flew longer-and this will go down in the history
books-I flew longer in a helicopter than any other
President of the United States to come here today.59
Monopoly persists and John Steinbeck's is not a lone voice
against it.
Even in the absence of secret meetings and formal
price fixing agreements, it may be possible to achieve
results that are essentially the same as price fixing.

581-Ion. Hen:ry B •. Gonzales., "Latin America: Threat and Promise 11 ,
Congressional Record, Vol. 108, No. 73 (Washington, D. c.,
1962), pp. A 3420, A 3421..
.
59r..'John Kepnedy-, uspeech by President Kennedy to the UAW
Convention in Atlantic Citx_:1 Congressional Record, Vol. 108,
No. 74 (Washington, D. c., 1962) ) p. 7450.
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• • • a system of price leadership may occur. One company sets the price and all the rest follow.
Price leadership, in one form or another, appears
to be a very common practice among American industrieso
• • • All that is needed is an understanding that no
one will nrock the boat."

. .

.

Prices are frequently administered to bring large
profits at rather low levels of operations.

. . .

The rates 0£ return earned by General Motors over
the years bear eloquent witness of the effectiveness of
the company's pricing policy.
In the past 10 years, 1948-57, the company's average annual return, after taxes, on its stockholders'
investment has been an impressive 25 per cent.60
From such a background of economic strife John Steinbeck
emerged.

Heeding such advice as Sir Philip Sidney's, John Stein-

beck clothed his aloes in tales.

Today he is conceded one of the
~

most widely read American writers.

Pastur~ of Heaven,his second

book, had four editions; Grapes of Wrath, his twelfth, after twenty
one years is being

ssued by Viking Press; and Red Pony, number

eight, after twenty four years, appeared in a new series; Tor

lla

Flat, though banned in Ireland and repudiated by the Monterey
Chamber 0£ Commerce, was a best seller.

John Steinbeck is living

more than comfortably in the sunshine 0£ success.

For his recent

tour, reported in In Quest of America, he ordered the vehicle to
specifications from General Motors Corporation.
Steinbeck may have been an opportunist.
riding the tide.

He may have been

He may have foreseen the ascendancy 0£ labor.

·However, there can be little doubt 0£ his sympathy £or the cause
he espoused.

He is consistent.

He pursues a harsh exposure with

zeal and resolute firmness, refusing to be deviated by £ear of
loss 0£ prestige or following.

601tModern Monopolies and the Public Interest,n Congressional
Record, Volo 108, No. 75 (Washington, D.Co, 1962),
PPo 7516, 7517 ..
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When Covici-Friede tried to dissuade Steinbeck from following the popular Tortilla Flat {Hollywood paid four thousand dollars
for it and it later sold to MGM for ninety thousand dollars) with

a strike novel, to the suggestions for revisions he gave this stern
reply:

"We've gone through too damn much trying to keep the

work honest and in a state of improvement to let it slip now in
consideration of a little miserable popularity.
everyone I know.

It has ruined

That's one of the reasons I would like In

Dubious Battle printed next.

Myths form quickly and I want no

tag of humorist on me, nor any other kind 1:61
John Steinbeck apparently thought that his President's prophecy had come to pass and that a new system was necessary, or by
showing its nearness so realistically he might, single-handed,
bluff the 100 into some relaxation of monopoly, some concessions
under the guise of government reform.

The Pearl is symbolic of

Steinbeck's single-handed combat, only a family behind him.
In Dubious Battle starts with a quotation from Milton's
Paradise Lost, which bears allegorical resemblarn:e also to his
battle with big business.

The fallen state of man is given.

Paradise to the dispossessed seeking a Promised Land becomes
Home with food, £ire, water, side meat, hot water.
the great owners meant:
subservient, cheap labor.

Paradise to

large estates; large companies; plentiful,
11

Innumerable force of spirits armed"

bears resemblance to hordes of migrants; "dislike his

gn",

to nbig business" or even to capitalism; ttand me preferring 11 ,
to John Steinbeck called upon to preach the gospel like Jonah

61Lisca, p. 1099
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to Ninevehl "dubious battle on the plains or Heaven 11 , to battle
in the gardens of Calirornia.

John Steinbeck knew he was not

dealing with children.
Tortilla Flat had a hint of battle--the coming or Arthur
who stood against the forces of evil to give Christianity a chance.
Throughout his novels Steinbeck is resentful of what poverty
does to the dignity of people.
bypasses actors to say:

1

In The Grapes or Wrath, Steinbeck

They /the women_7 knew that a man so hurt

and so perplexed may turn in anger, even on people he loves.

1162

George, in Of Mice and Men, want~d to protect Lennie and also to
provide a living for him.

He never could accumulate enough to

buy a little plot of ground.

Steinbeck was concerned, in the

opinion or some professors of English, that millions of people
might be happy even without a high standard of living if they
just had the necessities of life and a small plot of ground for
its sense of security, an anchor.
Of Mice and Men seems to be a distillation of the dreams of
millions of Americans, of people all over the world, revealing an
elemental desire to have a place or reruge, a sanctuary on the
earth.

Or Mice and Men exposes the abortion of this deep desire.

The Winter or Our Discontent appears to be an attempt to
rescue man from his decadent decline under capitalism.

Perhaps he

sees some hope for the "sick monster" who he earlier thought was
doomed to die.

After treating at length those in the pit at

the bottom of the economic ladder in Tortilla Flat, In Dubious
Battle, Or Mice and Men, The Grapes or Wrath, Cannery Row, and
62steinbeck, Grapes of Wrath, p. 47.
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in The Pearl, Steinbeck has turned to an analysis of the great
owners, a critical sympathetic study.

East of Eden treated of

the middle class.
RObert Burns, in crying out against the class estates, held
much the same view.

The rank is but the guinea's stamp; the man's

the gold for all that.

But Burns had each happy among his fellows.

Steinbeck has poor Ethan pitied by his family and goaded by friends
until he doubts himself and forsakes his Christian code of ethics
for the guinea's stamp of success as prescribed by Capitalism.
The Winter of Our Discontent, 1961, shows the pervasiveness,
the depth of decadence to which capitalism has brought the great
owners who were once men.

John Steinbeck has yet to create an

ideal man with Christian Capitalistic ethics.

Danny Taylor was

beaten into defeat in his youth, expelled from Naval Academy to a
life of shame and drunkenness.

Mr. Baker met the demands of

capitalism but seemed never to have been bothered by Christian
golden rules.

Ethan Hawley approached being the ideal man, honest,

faithful to his wife, faithful to his duty, hewing a straight
course.

Because he was peculiar, different, he was fretted by

his associates, his wife, his children.
he had no following.

Like Kino in The Pearl,

Being an aristocrat of higher sensibilities

than Kino in The Pearl and George in Of Mice and Men, Ethan could
not resign himself to his fate.
Unable to resolve the conflict, Danny Taylor kept his
honesty but drank himself to destruction in disappointment over
success.

Ethan gained the greatness but destroyed himself over

loss of the man he had permitted himself to relinquish.

Steinbeck
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The structure of my change was feeling, pressures
from without, Mary's wish, Allen's desires, Ellen's anger,
Mr. Baker's help. Only at the last, when the move is
mounted and prepared, aoes thought bring in words to explain and justify. Suppose my humble clerkship was not
virtue at all but moral laziness? For success, boldness
is required. Successful business in our town is not complicated and it is not widely successful either, because
its practicers have set limits £or their activities.
Their crimes are little crimes and so their success is
small success.
I£ the town government and the business
complex of New Baytown were ever investigated it would
be found that a hundred ~egal and a thousand moral rules
were broken, but they were small violations--petty larceny. They abolished part of the Decalogue and kept
the rest. And when one of our successful men had what
he wanted, he reassumed his virtue as easily as changing his shirt, and £or all one could see, he took no hurt
fro~ his derelictions, always assuming he didn't get
caught. And if small crimes could be condoned by self,
why not a quick, harsh, brave one? Is murder by slow,
steady pressure any J.ess murder than a quick and merciful
knife-thrust? Suppose £or a limited time I abolished all
the rules. Once the objective was reached, could they
not all be reassumed? Business is a kind of war. Why
not, then, make it all-out war in pursuit of peace? Mr.
Baker and his friends did not shoot my father, but they
advised him and when his structure collapsed they inherited.
Isn't that a kind of murder? Have any of the
great fortunes been put together without ruthlessness?
If I should put the rules aside £or a time, I knew
I would wear scars but would they be worse than the
scars of failure? To be alive at all is to have scars.
But if I opened up that door, could I ever get it closed
again? I did not knowo
What was happening could be described as a great
ship being turned and bunted and shoved about and pulled around by many small tugs. Once turned, it must set
a new course and start its engines turningo
I called
out to old Cap'n. "Shall I set the course, sir? Is
it a good course? Will it get me there?"
And £or the first time he denied me his command.
"You'll have to work it out yourself. What's good £or
one is bad £or another, and you won't know till after. 11 63
Here is the distillation of many previous distu:tb:mg thoughts,
a concise but comprehensive psychoanalysis.
at resta

He has concluded the search.

This puts the matter

He has run the course,

63John Steinbeck, The Winter of Our Discontent (New York,
1961), pp. 61-62.
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from the capitalistic and social dregs of humanity to the "upper-

upper", from "Red" to paragon of patriotic virtue, from drunk
to suburban ladies of Monterey.
Having plumbed the depths, Steinbeck can vacation in quest
of America.

43
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